The unique properties of polynuclear cluster-aggregates have long been staples in the molecular magnetism community. The initial success observed in high nuclearity transition metal complexes for generating exciting magnetic behaviors however, has not yet fully been extended to lanthanide-based clusters. This is in part due to the challenges related to promoting non-negligible magnetic interactions between two lanthanide ions. One promising route towards improving magnetic communication involves the incorporation of radical species. Here, we describe the preparation of tetranuclear [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 ] 8+ core structures that allow the incorporation of air-stable radical ligands. This combination paves the way for magnetically relevant lanthanide cubane cluster-aggregates capable of strong magnetic communication and improved spin-reversal barriers. Moreover, we show that the addition of electron donating groups lead to non-negligible antiferromagnetic coupling between the Dy III centers and the BPyTz •− ligands, while also simultaneously improving the slow magnetic relaxation dynamics in the absence of an applied field.
T he field of molecular magnetism saw a major breakthrough following the remarkable discovery that a nanosized {Mn 12 } cluster-aggregate could exhibit a bistable magnetic ground state and magnetic hysteresis 1 . This seminal work laid the foundation for decades worth of research into improving and perfecting control over the magnetic relaxation times of singlemolecule magnets (SMMs) 2, 3 . In fact, up until recently, highnuclearity cluster-aggregates based on first row transition metal ions were leading candidates in the design of data storage devices and quantum information processors [4] [5] [6] . This is in part due to the fact that such large cluster-aggregates have proven to be uniquely tunable, where chemical modifications on the capping ligands can be readily introduced. Such modifications, while seemingly trivial, can lead to a drastic alteration in the magnetic behavior through, for example, a reorientation of the magnetic anisotropy axes [7] [8] [9] . Thus, multiple synthetic strategies have been devised over the years in order to fine-tune and promote certain magnetic features in high-nuclearity cluster-aggregates of first row transition metal ions 10, 11 . Despite this, progress toward improving the two defining SMM characteristics, energy barrier (U eff ) and blocking temperature (T B ), remained slow.
The recent shift towards 4f ions in the field of molecular magnetism, however, has yielded impressive growth in mononuclear and dinuclear SMMs; largely due to the inherent magnetic anisotropy of the lanthanide elements [12] [13] [14] [15] . Recently, our research efforts in the development of dinuclear SMMs stem from a desire to understand and overcome the challenges related to the magnetic coupling of core 4f orbitals 16, 17 . Due to the lack of strong magnetic coupling, the enhancement and control of the magnetic properties of lanthanide cluster-aggregates remain relatively lackluster. For example, progress thus far in the SMM behavior of lanthanide cubane structures, which mimics a plethora of mixedvalent cubane Mn III /Mn IV complexes, has largely focused on the level of distortion within the [Ln 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 ] 8+ core [18] [19] [20] . It has previously been shown that larger Ln-OH-Ln angles can lead to a marginal improvement of their SMM-like properties; however in part due to the lack of significant magnetic coupling between the lanthanide ions, new strategies must be brought forward in order to further enhance their appeal and performance. In fact, they behave like a collection of single-ion magnets rather than a magnetically coupled system. If coupling could be introduced, however, akin to high-nuclearity transition metal complexes, lanthanide cluster-aggregates may also potentially lead to high performing exchange-coupled SMMs. Here, we propose an avenue to reinvigorate the field of magnetic lanthanide cubane clusteraggregates, by incorporating air-stable radical ligands within their frameworks, thereby promoting non-negligible magnetic interactions. This work focuses on the non-innocent redox properties of 3,6-bis(3,5-dimethylpyrazol-1-yl)−1,2,4,5-tetrazine (BPyTz), whose coordination to first row transition metal ions has previously yielded anionic air-stable radicals (BPyTz •− ) 21, 22 . The ability of this ligand to generate air-stable radicals is rather unique compared to other radical-bridged systems, such as those based on 2,2′-bipyrimidine 23 , N 2 24 , or tetrapyridophenazine 25 , all of which are highly unstable in air and require strong reducing agents during synthesis. In the compounds presented herein, we observe the spontaneous generation of a radical upon metal coordination, and under ambient conditions. Moreover, we have yet to encounter any 1,2,4,5-tetrazine-ring opening reactivity in BPyTz, which has been observed in a closely related 3,6-bis(2′-pyrimidyl) −1,2,4,5-tetrazine (BPymTz) organic ligand 26 . These features render the open-shell BPyTz •− ligand an ideal building block with which to facilitate and promote direct exchange coupling with lanthanide ions, despite deeply buried 4f orbitals.
With this in mind, we demonstrate that the judicious combination of ligand frameworks can lead not only to highly complex structures, but can also allow for the targeted enhancement of specific magnetic properties. Thus, we present our investigations into precisely constructed radical-bearing [Dy III 4 ] cubane clusteraggregates, and their capacity to induce strong magnetic communication and zero-field SMM behavior, features that have seldom been achieved in Ln III -based cluster-aggregates. The incorporation of three distinct organic linkers within a single molecular system, affords a level of control that can be exploited to rationally fine-tune the properties of the cubane structure. As a proof of concept, we are able to tune the electronics of a single ligand while maintaining an identical structural core, and subsequently observe the impact on the magnetic behavior. We first elect to combine the organic building block BPyTz with acetateand β-diketonate-based anions (Fig. 1) , therefore allowing us to tune the electronics of the overall cluster-aggregate through the addition of electron withdrawing and/or donating groups. The implementation of such a strategy, which relies on modifying the functionalization of peripheral ligands, has become one of the most predominant methods for enhancing the slow magnetic relaxation properties of Ln III SMMs 17, [27] [28] [29] [30] . This is in part due to the ease at which such modifications can be characterized in the solid-state, and the drastic improvements in the energy barriers that have been experimentally observed thus far. Our investigations into this radical-bridged [Dy III 4 ] cubane lead us to two promising variants that significantly outperform a closely related structure 31 . By adding strongly electron withdrawing fluorine groups on the OAc − moiety and using either acac − (acetylacetonate) or DBM − (dibenzoylmethanide), we are able to not only change the direction of the magnetic anisotropy axis, leading to improved SMM behavior, but also examine the effect of imparting a slightly electron donating group on the acac − molecules by the addition of phenyl moieties. The resulting complexes are formulated as [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 (BPyTz •− ) 2 (TFA) 2 (acac) 4 )] (1) and [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 
, where TFA corresponds to trifluoroacetate. As such, we report the synthetic and structural details of radical-bridged lanthanide cubane cluster-aggregates, accompanied by an analysis of their magnetic behavior.
Results
Synthesis and structure. The synthesis of the desired cubane cluster-aggregate is promoted by the preparation of the Dy III salt containing the selected terminal ligand (i.e. Dy(DBM) 3 and Dy (TFA) 3 ). The combination of two such precursors with BPyTz in a mixture of dichloromethane and tetrahydrofuran yields the cubane architecture ( Fig. 1 ). It should be noted that the presence of hydroxide anions in the [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 ] 8+ core, despite the lack of a clear source of OH -, is likely due to the use of hydrated metal salts and/or non-dried solvents. This has commonly been observed in the benchtop chemistry of large polynuclear transition metal-and lanthanide-based complexes 32, 33 . The formation of a radical species under aerobic conditions can be readily distinguished in solution by the formation of either dark green or purple solutions. Crystallization of 1 and 2 is achieved by the slow vapor diffusion of an anti-solvent into the reaction medium. Full crystallographic data are provided in Supplementary Table 1 and Supplementary Methods. The two cluster-aggregates crystallize in the monoclinic C2/c space group and share the same [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 ] 8+ core. The external coordination environment is completed by two BPyTz •− radical ligands, two bidentate TFA − anions, and four acac − (1) or four DBM − (2) molecules (Fig. 1) . Evidence for the in-situ one electron reduction of the BPyTz ligand is first provided by investigating the N-N bond lengths within the tetrazine moiety. Indeed, elongation of this bond beyond 1.36 Å would suggest the formation of a tetrazine-based radical anion, which is anticipated to lead to strong magnetic exchange [34] [35] [36] [37] . Here, the average N-N bond lengths within the tetrazine moiety correspond to 1.38 and 1.39 Å, respectively, for 1 and 2, a clear indication of the reduced nature of the tetrazine-based ligand. The two crystallographically independent Dy III ions are 8-coordinate and are best described by a square antiprismatic geometry-at the exception of Dy1 in 1, which most closely resembles a biaugmented trigonalprism-as indicated by the SHAPE software (Supplementary Table 2 ) 38 . The heavily distorted nature of the cubane core is highlighted by average Dy-OH-Dy angles of 106.33 and 106.44 o for 1 and 2, respectively. It is also noteworthy that the unit cells of both complexes contain only four instances of the radical-bridged Dy III cluster-aggregate, a vast improvement over the 18 molecules found in the unit cell of a related compound investigated by ab initio calculations 28 . This also serves to significantly simplify crystal-packing effects that could potentially be observed in the bulk magnetic properties. Moreover, in the structure of 2, four partially disordered toluene molecules have been identified in the lattice. The closest intercluster Dy-Dy distances are 10.88 and 11.25 Å for 1 and 2, respectively. Other relevant bond distances can be found in Supplementary Table 3. DC magnetic susceptibility. To probe potentially exciting magnetic properties arising from the introduction of a radical ligand within the cubane cluster-aggregate, we first performed static direct current (dc) magnetic susceptibility measurements between 1.8 and 300 K under an applied field of 1000 Oe (Fig. 2) . The observed room temperature values of 53.71 and 56.49 cm 3 K mol −1 for 1 and 2, respectively, are in close agreement with the 57.43 cm 3 K mol −1 expected for four Dy III centers and two BPyTz •− radical anions (g = 2.0). In both complexes, the χT product remains relatively constant until~75 K, where we observe a slight decrease followed by an increase that is more pronounced in 2.
The maximum χT values are 47.16 and 58.69 cm 3 K mol −1 at 14 and 15 K, respectively for 1 and 2. The initial decrease at higher temperatures (25-100 K) is likely attributed to the thermal depopulation of Stark sublevels, while the distinct increase at low temperatures (~8-30 K) is due to the spin alignment of the metal centers caused by non-negligible antiferromagnetic interactions between the Dy III ions and the BPyTz •− radicals [39] [40] [41] [42] . In addition to this, the fact that the increase is much more drastic in 2 compared to 1, and occurs at a higher temperature, can be rationalized by a more significant coupling between the Dy III metal centers and the ligand radical. This is further evidenced by the shorter Dy-N distances in 2 between the Dy III ions and the nitrogen atoms originating from the tetrazine ring (2.47 Å in 1 versus 2.45 Å in 2). This enhancement in the magnetic coupling strength, brought upon by the simple replacement of acac − with DBM − ligands, exemplifies the impact of electron-donating groups on the resulting magnetic interactions. Here, the addition of phenyl groups serve to simultaneously reduce the average Dy-O distance of the β-diketonates from 2.34 Å in 1, to 2.30 Å in 2, while also shortening the aforementioned Dy III -radical distances (Supplementary Figure 2) . The final decrease in the χT (below 10 K) can be attributed to intermolecular antiferromagnetic interactions, as reported in a molecular analog 31 . The strength of the intramolecular interactions in 2 can further be observed in the corresponding M versus H plot which displays a distinctive "Sshape" curve, while no such feature exists in 1 ( Supplementary  Figure 1) . AC magnetic susceptibility. In order to verify the possibility of single-molecule magnet behavior, we performed alternating current (ac) magnetic susceptibility measurements on 1 and 2. In both cases, we observe an ac signal under 0 Oe dc field; however, in the case of 1, only tails of peaks are observed within the limits of the magnetometer (Fig. 3) . The shifting of the peaks in the outof-phase (χ′′) magnetic susceptibility as a function of frequency are indicative of slow magnetic relaxation. Interestingly, the intensity of the peaks diminishes with decreasing temperatures. The inset displays a zoomed-in region of the same plot at low temperatures This is in sharp contrast to the vast majority of SMMs, where the inverse behavior is observed; a decrease in the temperature is generally accompanied by an increase in the χ′′ intensity 43, 44 . Such a feature further confirms the strength of the antiferromagnetic interactions between the Dy III ions and the BPyTz • − radical, and is reflective of the drastic decrease of χ at low temperatures. Fitting of these data using a generalized Debye equation yields the magnetic relaxation times (τ) for 2 in the temperature range of 1.8-3.5 K. In turn, the dominant magnetic relaxation mechanisms responsible for spin reversal can be evaluated by an analysis of the temperature dependence of the relaxation times (Fig. 4) . In order to reproduce the temperature dependence of the relaxation time, we have fit τ −1 versus T taking into account Orbach, Raman and quantum tunneling of the magnetization (QTM) processes, as given in Eq. (1). The direct process was omitted here due to the fact that the ac measurements were performed under zero dc field.
The resulting fit is in good agreement with all data and afforded τ 0 = 5.51(9) × 10 −9 s, U eff /k B = 31.44(3) K, C = 0.55(5) s −1 K −8.78 , n = 8.7 (8) and τ QTM = 8.44(8) × 10 -3 s. Notably, the Raman exponent (n) is close to the expected value of n = 9 for a Kramers systems. The attempt time (τ 0 ) is also well within the expected range for single-molecule magnets (10 −6 to 10 −10 s). Moreover, the spin-reversal barrier (U eff ) is in line with the one approximated using an Arrhenius plot (36.53(5) K; Supplementary Figure 3 ). This value represents the third highest energy barrier at zero field within the class of Ln 4 cubanes (Supplementary Table 4) [45] [46] [47] . Thus, we demonstrate that the incorporation of open-shell ligands can improve the magnetic performance of Ln III -based cluster-aggregates, however, at the same time, we maintain that such a feature cannot exclusively be relied on in order to optimize the anisotropy barrier. Additional factors such as dipolar exchange interactions and the symmetry of the Ln III ions are also expected to play decisive roles.
Direction of the magnetic anisotropy. Since the ground state of 1 and 2 is defined by m J = ±15/2, it is amenable to electrostatic analysis by Magellan 48 , providing an estimation of the orientation of the magnetic anisotropy axes (Fig. 5) . Here, we find that the main magnetic axes are oriented towards either the TFA − anions or the center of the tetrazine ring. The two distinct orientations are a by-product of having two crystallographically independent Dy III ions within each cubane. It is interesting to note that the anisotropy axes in 2 are well aligned with the ideal axes generated from the Dy III centers to the two aforementioned ligands. In fact, the deviation in 2 from TFA -is only 5.19°, while the one from the tetrazine ring is calculated to be 12.2°. This is in contrast to 1, where the deviation is more significant, with analogous angles calculated to be 21.8°and 17.8°, respectively. The implication of this result is that the chemical modification of secondary ligands (acac − versus DBM − ) can influence the orientation of the magnetic anisotropy axis. The greater electron-donating ability of DBM -compared to acac − yields stronger interactions with the BPyTz •− radical, which in turn may shift the magnetic anisotropy axes toward the more negatively charged species so as to achieve greater minimization of the electrostatic potential energy.
Discussion
In summary, we report the incorporation of air-stable radicals within lanthanide cubane cluster-aggregates. Modulation of the capping ligands has allowed for a significant improvement of the magnetic behavior in terms of both magnetic coupling strength and relaxation barrier. This is in contrast to other lanthanide cubane structures that are generally obtained serendipitously and lack any real tunability of their physical properties. Using an identical [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 ] 8+ core structure, we have improved the out-of-phase magnetic susceptibility-from tails of peaks to frequency-and temperature-dependent ac signals-yielding an effective spin reversal barrier of 31 K in the absence of an applied field. Thus, we provide a blueprint towards improving the singlemolecule magnet behavior of lanthanide-based cluster-aggregates. Further adjustments to the ligand field from the capping ligands could promote even stronger magnetic interactions between the lanthanide ions and lead to desired remanent magnetization. 
Methods
Materials. The BPyTz ligand was prepared in accordance with previously reported methods 49 , as was the metal salt Dy(TFA) 3 50 . The Dy(DBM) 3 starting material was synthesized following a previously published procedure but with slight modifications 51 . A solution of DyCl 3 ·6H 2 O in water was added dropwise to an equimolar solution of DBM and piperidine in ethanol, under constant stirring. The molar ratio of Dy/DBM was 1:3. The precipitate was then washed with ethanol and airdried.
Magnetic measurements. Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed using an MPMS-XL7 Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer. Direct current (dc) susceptibility measurements were performed at temperatures ranging from 1.9 to 300 K and performed on a crushed polycrystalline sample of 24.2 (1) and 17.3 mg (2), wrapped in a polyethylene membrane. Alternating current (ac) susceptibility measurements were performed under an oscillating ac field of 3.78 Oe and ac frequencies ranging from 0.1 to 1488 Hz. Magnetization vs. field measurements were performed at 100 K in order to check for the presence of ferromagnetic impurities, which were found to be absent. The magnetic data were corrected for diamagnetic contributions using Pascal's constants.
X-ray crystallography. The crystals of 1 and 2 were mounted on thin glass fibers using paraffin oil. Prior to data collection, the crystals were cooled to 200(2) K. The data were collected on a Bruker AXS single-crystal diffractometer equipped with a sealed Mo tube (wavelength 0.71073 Å) and APEX II CCD detector. Full refinement and collection details can be found in the Supplementary Methods and Supplementary Table 1 Preparation of [Dy 4 (μ 3 -OH) 4 (BPyTz •− ) 2 (TFA) 2 (acac) 4 
Data availability
The X-ray crystallographic coordinates for the structures 1 and 2 are available as Supplementary Data 1 and 2 , respectively. These data have also been deposited at the Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre (CCDC), under deposition numbers CCDC1867341 (1) and CCDC1867342 (2) . These data can be obtained free of charge from the CCDC via http://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/data_request/cif. The other data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request. 
